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Director o f Housing and Student Activities submits resignation
by Richard Plowden

The student affairs portion of Grand Valley’s campus
was jolted last week, when, Jeff Brown, the Director of
Housing and Student Activities, announced his resigna
tion, effective April 14.
Brown is a 1973 graduate of Grand Valley’s defunct
Thomas Jefferson College (TJC), and began his employ
ment at the institution as the Campus Activities Pro
gramming Assistant during that year. Brown became the
Director of Housing and Student Activities in 1979,
after holding a number of activity related posts.
It was the spontaneity of his resignation that ap
peared to catch most individuals by surprise. "It was
spontaneous in the sense that the week before I had not
planned to do it,” Brown said. "But considering that it
had come into my mind before, and had been building,
it was not spontaneous. ”
As does any department director, Brown had high
and low points during his tenure at Grand Valley. The
double responsibilities of housing and activities pre
sented two, separate, types of problems.
"From the activities standpoint, the major difficulties
have been in trying to get people to communicate with
each other. Getting people not to quabble with little
things and deal with their problems head on has also
been hard.”
"In housing, the major problem has been the facilities
themselves," Brown said. “The community restrooms
are difficult to keep clean, and there is not enough
lounge space and recreation space for the residents.
Also, the winding halls make it difficult for the R.A.’s
(resident assistants) to get a handle on what’s going on
down the hall,” he added.

Brown offered further comment on the upkeep of the
dormitories. "A longstanding concern is the level of
custodial and maintenance care,” he said. "It is a matter
of: Are the showers clean enough? When students take
lounge furniture out on the balcony, do the custodians
return them before it rains? ”
"In the relationship between the plant department
and housing, they may have differences,” he added. "As
far as I know, this has been around as long as Grand
Valley housing has been around.”
“There is no one culprit,” Brown said. “Botu depart
ments need to work on this some more.”
In his position as Director of Housing and Student
Activities, Brown has been viewed as a liason between
Grand Valley’s administrators and the colleges’ students.
A liason that posed additional difficulties for Brown.
“ It has been tough to be a translator and a mediator,”
Brown said. "A lot of it is trying to promote communi
cation and credibility between the groups. 1 am not
saying that they should not disagree; disagreements
should happen," he said. "I had to try and get folks
to be rational and communicate.”
Recently, Grand Valley Presidnet Arend Lubbers
acknowledged the possibility of the college sponsoring
concerts in Lubbers Stadium. It is no secret that con
cert promotion is one of Brown’s strong points and he
offered his oudook into its future, in lieu of his resigna
tion.
"I don’t know what will happen with that,” he said.
"You can’t judge that until it happens. But I do know
that there are less and less people with that kind of
specialization."
“They will have to, not just find somebody who can
do it, but somebody who can do it here,” he com

mented. "They have to have respect, contacts, and cred
ibility to make it work."
Brown has already began working to revive concerts
at Grand Valley. “I knew from the start that it would
be like pulling teeth to get it started,” he said. “I had
planned to sell it to folks and tell them why it was val
uable. I still have a sense of why it would be valuable;
it is good for the institution,” he added.
“ It may be a coincidence, but you lojk at 'vhen
Grand Valley had high student enrollment," he said.
"You can’t just write off 125,000 people; four or five
thousand a show.”
According to Brown, Grand Valley’s concerts in the
past fell through because of lack of cooperation.
“More or less, we got squeezed out of the building
(the ficldhousc), Brown said. “We turned down a Neil

Young concert because the women’s volleyball team had
a practice. Our schedule time diminished to where only
Sundays were available,” he added.
“This started
eliminating a lot of acts."
Brown is not sure whar the future holds for him, but
mentioned that he has a few options and had learned
from the past.
“ I may go into business, which is really a top priority
for me, if I can make it work,” he said.
“My value system, that was formed by the 60’s, John
Lennon and TJC has come out," Brown added. "I am
not interested in a corporation or an education bureau
cracy where you walk up people's backs for success."
"Work should be second in people’s lives, life should
be first,” he said.
"People have a tendency to screw up priorities a bit.”
he commented. "They have ulcers and heart attacks at
strange ages. Never again will I let work dominate my
family.”
“ I have tried political and corporate games, but no
more. It is not for me,” he added.
Over his years at Grand Valley, Brown has been one
of the colleges’ central figures, from active students’
points of view.
“I’ve been misread over the years," he said. “A lot
has been said and printed. I’m a relatively controversial
figure,” he added.
brown explained that he is a difficult person to de
fine.
“I've defied definition,” he stated. ” 1 cannot be
labeled as a liberal or conservative because I make what
I think is the right decision for that circumstance.”
continued on page 3

BROWN (photo by Gordan Alexander)

Grand Valley sorority petitions Reagan for aid in Atlanta slayings
by Darlene Johnson
The recent disappearance of
twenty-two black'children in Atlanta
has evoked an angry cry from con
cerned citizens in all areas of the
country to find the crime’s culprits.
Grand Valley’s chapter of nrlro,
Sigma Theta Sorority has proved to

be no exception. The women are
currently circulating a petition “ask
ing President Reagan to continue
any ' .id all aid to the investigations
in Atlanta," according to Corre
sponding Secretary Cheryl Brewster.
The petition drive was initiated as
a national project "of all our chapters,
including those in the Bahamas and

M other’s dream comes true
by Becky Burkert

"THE IMPORTANCE OF being Earnest" by Oscer Wilde will start
Wed., March 25 at the Louis Armstrong Theatre. Pictured in the
embrace are Thomas Saulsberry as Jack Worthing and Valerie Kiltz as
Gwendolen Farifax (photo by Nancy Daugherty).

Grand Valley student, Lorraine
Evans, shared in her mother,
Manda’s, happiness at winning a
radio “dream of a lifetime” contest,
held last September.
The contest, sponsored by WGN
in Chicago would fulfill any dream
that the winner wished.
And
Manda’s wish was to bring over
from the Netherlands a lady named
Lieske Van Kessel, who had helped
to save her life.
Lorraine explained that in the
Netherlands during World War II.
her mother and her family were
forced to go into hiding because
they were Jewish.
Lieske and
her husband Kees helped Manda’s
family hide, but at the cost of
separation. As a result, Manda
lived in Kees and Lieskc’s house
boat, attended the local Catholic
school, and adopted Lieske as her
mother. Manda stayed with Lieske
from 1943-1945, when Kees helped
to reunite her with her immediate
family.
“My mother’s immediate family

survived, but the other relatives
didn’t," said Lorraine. “Kees told
my mom that he would reunite her
family.
When my uncle and
Grandma were on a train to
Auschwitz, somebody left the door
open for them and they jumped.
They were the only two to survive.
Right after that, Kees was run
over by a tank.”
In 1979, after a brief reunion in
the Netherlands, Lieske told Manda
that maybe she could visit America.
Now that idea has become a month
long tour of America for both
Manda and Lieske. The trip in
cludes stops at Los Angeles, San
Diego, Denver and Washington.
D.C. where both will visit with
the President.
“They’ve even been on the
TODAY Show,” said Lorraine,
who added that both her mother
and Lieske were surprised at
the cheers and handshakes they
receive wherever they go.
“Especially Lieske," commented
Lorraine.
“All she says is that
somebody had to do it and that
she'd do it again.”

Students react to U S involvement in El Salvador
by Jeff Tikkanen
Grand Valley students against U.S.
military aid and intervention in El
Salvador shall hold a commemorative
vigil fo> martyred El Salvadorian
Arch-Bishop, Oscar Romero on the
fust anniversary of his slaying,
Tuesday, March 24 at 1 p.m. on the
Campus Center lawn.
According to student organizer,
Barbara Boylan, representin'.-? of the
Women’s Information. Bureau and
P.I.R.G.I.M. organizations on campus.
"The vigil shall be an attempt to make
Grand Valley students and the Grand
Rapids community on a whole, mace
aware of the oppression American tax
dollars are causing El Salvadorian
peasant’s in the form of U.S. military

aid to a militaristic government that
uses force to control its people-who
are now fighting against what they feel
are social injustices.”
At Tuesday's vigil, there will be
an open microphone for any speaker
to speak and all poets are welcome to
read their poetry and literature.
Archbishop Oscar Romero was
assassinated March 24, 1980 while
saying mass in the city of San
Salvador. El Salvador. The uay before
he publically addressed the people of
El Salvador to stand up for their
rights.
“The El Salvadorian issue is as clear
cut as American involvement in
Viet Nam. Tuesday's vigil will allow
students to become active in voicing
their opinions.” said Chuck Heincy,
student vigil o-ganizer.

"For the college is a small com
munity in it’s self that mirrors the
awareness of the national community
on a whole. If student: do not be
come united in their awareness, we
shall continue our unjust military in
volvement, which mocks the ideals of
a true democracy”, he added.
Throughout the entire vigil daysign bearers carrying cardboard protest
posters will march in a circular circuit
from Grand Valley's main entrance on
M-45 to the bridge on the Grand
River.

21, 3 00 p.m. at Patrick Lampani's
house (contact P.I.R.G.I.M. at ext.
656 for details).
El Salvador is a small country in
South America, about the same size of
Massachusetts. It is the most densly
populated country in South America
with 5.5 million people Sixty percent
of the land is owned by 2% of the pop
ulation.
Sixty-percent of the El
Salvadorian people arc peasant
farmers. El Salvador has been under

continuous military rule since 1932.
This year alone, the U.S. has given El
Any student interested in taking up Salvador $5-7 million in military aid.
a sign for a certain amount of time President Reagan has announced that
should contact. Chuck liemy at Ext. he will send twenty military advisors
120, or Barb Boylan at P.I.R.G.I.M and S25 million in military- aid to a
government that has been considered
office at ext. 6S6.
There will be a letter-writing and responsible for the deaths of 6,000 of
sign-making party on Friday, March its own people this year alone.

Virgin Islands," said Brewster.
A local goal of 500 signatures has
been set, but as of last Wednesday
only 150 had been collected. "We
will be taking petitions into the Grand
Rapids area, which should be helpful.”
The sorority is also selling black rib
bons "to symbolize the dead children”
for a donation of ten cents or more.

Local broadcasters have agreed to
publicize the group’s efforts as a
public service, she added.
In an additional expression of their
concern, the local chapter submitted
a letter to the Atlanta Investigations
Task Force to offer their own theories
continued on page 3

Low Morale:
Grand Valley’s Dilema
by Becky Burkert
(Editor's note This is the first m a series o f articles addressing the low
morale prevailing on Grand Valley s campus )

"Why is this place so dull?" ask Grand Valley students on the week
ends. And of course the pat answer to that is: "If you’d get involved, you
wouldn’t be bored.” But for most students it isn’t as simple as that.
According to student leaders and students themselves, Gran,I \ alley is
a hard college to identify with, much less participate in its activities.
“ I don’t think of it as a college,” said Sherri Bowman, a William James
photography major. “I think of it as a job that I go to and then go back
home at night. I don’t have time to get involved.”
According to statistics given by members of student senate, Bowman is
just one of the 75% percent of commuter students at Grand Valley.
Cynthis Townsend, a member of the Delta Sigma Theta Inc. sorority and a
William James Broadcasting Jcm alism major, is another.
"it (sorority) takes up so much of my rime and then I have to go back
and forth to college everyday. I’m always fatigued.” said Townsend
There are other factors besides the amount of commuters that stop
students from getting involved. According to Barb Boylan, head of
P1RGIM and the Women's Information Bureau (WIB), 25 to 35 percent of
Grand Valley students are women with families and jobs who are returning
to college. Boylan observed that Grand Valley is isolated, and that the
diversity of the colleges-particularly their philosophies-stops students
from identifying themselves with the college.
"When the college first started,” she said “The idea of having the
different colleges worked." Boylan then went on to say that students of
the different colleges worked together even though the philosophy of each
college was different. For example, William James and Thomas Jefferson
colleges were more liberalized colleges whereas the College of Arts and
Sciences took the more formal approach to teaching.
“Diversity worked then.” said Boylan. "but now everyone wants to
stay different. Students don't try to get to know each other. It's like
CAS people think that all William James students are off the wall and
don’t get graded, and William James people think that CAS students cram
everything into their heads just for a grade. It would be a heck of a lot
better if people would inter relate."
Doug Hefner, a Seidman Business College freshman majoring in business
and the head of Student Senate recreation committee, agreed with Boylan
about .the lack of college morale. ’Students have a loyalty to their own
colleges before being loyal to Grand Valley as a whoie, said Hefner.
Hefner also cited other problems. “Events aren’t well publicized." said
Hefner. "There’s a lack of programming, especially since they got rid of
the Gear Hooter. ”
Student Senate leaders interview explained that budge; cuts, such as the
Gear Hooter and the rearranging of college programs, nave contributed to
the low morale of the college. But. Teresa Ereon. Student Senate vice
president and Lenore Knox, president of the Student Senate, saw some
benefits from the cuts.
“I hate to say it," said Ereon, "but as muen as it was a bad thing,
people did get involved. .At least they were doing something and not sit
ting back and watching the world go by."
continued on page 3
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Civilized, American. Tough.

Lanthorn Editorials
by Geoff Langford

Will They Ever Learn?
A t this point in time, when student governments risk losing
their position on college campuses across the country, (see
Nov. 25, 1980 issue of The Lanthorn), how can Grand Valley's
Student Senate presume to be untouchable?
This is in particular reference to the candidacy of 'Barb Wire'
on the college of Arts and Sciences (CAS) ballot. A five-minute
telephone call to the Records Office revealed that 'Barb Wire' is
not a Grand Valley student.
This not only contradicts the precedent set by the Senate at
their last meeting (where it was decided their constitution im
plies that a candidate is a real person attending Grand Valley),
but also reflects the inadequacies of the Senate's voting proce
dure.
The irresponsibility involved is, needless to say, inexcusable
considering the sentiment expressed by the majority of the
Senators at their prior meeting. If the students can not be as
sured they are voting for legitimate candidates, W H Y should
they vote at all?
This is a blatant misrepresentation to those CAS students who
do take the time to vote. It also may be construed as a mock
ery of their efforts to support a student government.
The importance of having a forceful, responsive student gov
ernment can not be overstated. Effective student influence on
this campus is difficult as it is, without meeting counter activity
from students. Presenting a valid, conscientious Senate to the
campus community is essential in promoting student interests.
Moreover, student interests must be understood as serious is
sues.
Students are well within their rights to challenge the election
process. A t this point, can we be sure that any of the candi
dates are 'for real'?

We have been reading and bearing and seeing much about a
small Latin American country in the media as o f late. Some o f
us are scared. For other's it's no big deal. I mean gasoline is
going up to a dollar-fifty before the end o f March.
What follows are not two extremes from which a synthesis is
to be formed. The words belong to Ronnie and the reality
belongs to the people o f El Salvador. Thanks to T D. Allman
in Harper's Magazine for tellint me about lai Mantama.
RON:
What we are actually doing is at the 'equest o f a
government in one o f our neighboring countries, helping, offer
ing some help against the import or the export into the Western
Hemisphere of terrorism, of disruption and it isn't just El
Salvador...Our problem is this whole hemisphere and keeping
this sort of thing out.
The Inter American Commission on Human Rights of the
Organization of American States:
"The Salvadoran military
commits acts o f torture, and physical and psychological mis
treatm ent-m aintained secret places of detention where victims
were deprived o f liberty under extremely cruel and inhuman
conditions." The report adds, "Priests, members o f religious
orders of both sexes, and lay persons who cooperate with the
Church, have been systematically persecuted by the author
ities...This regime is violating the American Declaration of the
Rights o f Man, the Charter of the OAS, Article 26 of the
American Convention on Human Rights, and other inter
national instruments."

In the jungle near La Mantanza, a small, dusty.district town,
the ‘disrupters’ and ‘importers o f terrorism’ mourn over the
body o f an eight year-old girl. The girl's brother had been sick
and so the mother had sent her to town with the few coins she
had saved. The small corpse was missing an arm. the same now
hanging over the Public Security barrack's door. A warning.
The girl had walked back into the jungle where her family and
their friends are hiding, and bad bled to death before she got
home. She had hoped to buy an egg. Her crime? She was part
o f a Catholic laity that had used nonviolent methods in hopes
o f attaining a daily wage o f $3.50. /Vo guns, no shoes, no food.
No sister.

The State Department announced March 3, a S25 m illion in
crease in military aid to El Salvador in addition to the S10
million authorized by the Carter administration. Twenty more
military advisors also will be sent, bringing to 54 the number of
U.S. serivcemen training the junta's army and police.
The Archbishop Romero o f El Salvador:
Soldiers, do not
kill your own brother peasants...obey the laws of God first,
rather than immoral com m and." To the junta the Archbishop
added: "In the name of God, then, and in the name of the
suffering people, whose laments reach up to the heavens every
day with greater intensity, I beg of you, I beseech you, I com
mand you, in the name of God, stop the repression. The next
morning, as the Archbishop blessed his congregation from the
altar, he was killed by a single shot. No arrests. No suspects.
Two days later Carter gave the junta $10 million.

And while Jean Kirkpatrick, Ronnie’s ambassador to the
U.N. complained about how the Salvadorans needed training in
the American manner o f warfare, so they could root-out
“‘guerilla insurgency in a more effective, cost-efficient and
civilized manner", Jean Donovan, Dorothy Kazel and two other
nuns were ambushed by the usual unidentifiable unpunishable
men carrying American guns and wearing Salvadoran uniforms.
And while Jean Kirkpatrik talked to reporters, the nuns were
raped, tortured, multilated, burned and buried in the
Salvadoran jungle.
Civilized.
American.
Tough.
March 4: State Department refuses to help with peace talks
between the junta and Salvadorans.
Haig goes to Capitol
Hill to drum up support for the 54 advisors and $50 million
for the junta.

In the city o f San Salvador, a special detail cleans up y e t
another mess at the Kentucky Fried Chicken stand. The male
victim has been decapitated and his head sewn into the womb
o f his companion. The sign around her bead reads: "THIS IS
THE FATE OF THE COMMUNIST SUBVERSIVES. DEATH
TO CUBA. DEA TH TO RUSSIA. DF.A TH TO THE ENEMIES
OF FREEDOM. ”
RON: "...never again do we send an active fighting force to
a country to fight unless it is for a cause we intend to w in."

Ask for a recall v o te -o r perhaps, a 'revolution' would be
more in order?

Susan M . C o llin s
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Letters
are now in the process of selecting a

Editor,
We
times.

are living in very tenacious
One only needs to look at the

new Board pf Directors. P IR G IM has
been operating for the last several
months under the direction of a tem

MSU, U of M l, etc.
You don't need prior experience
out a sincere commitment to social
change and the desire to learn. The

even an "experimental" or "unique"

Editor,

cock-fights there in the early Sixl

After all, you are the children on the

to

last Lanthorn of the Seventies, that

God knows I've had a bellyful I of that

means that you weren't paying

last gasp o f Grand Valley past.

in my time!
No, I'm taking time out from my

something. No, it's a hard job.

busy, unemployed, layabout schedule
to give you some pointers and to relate

And it doesn't help tnat eve
English class on campus uses yc

Or should I say: To My Children.

delusive propoganda of issues or the

porary board of students. Since most

learning

of us will be graduating in May, there

o f the turmoil brewing throughout

is a pressing need to form a permanent

You will gain experience in meeting
management, organizing, project office

the world today.
Every nation's
peoples are living under oppressive and

board to see us throuqh next year.

management, etc.

The opportunities

Let me put it this way: How many
of you ever took a Thomas Jefferson

PIRG IM GVSC is a student run,
controlled and funded public interest

are limitless!
You have the oppor
tunity to work for credit; internships
and independent studies.

repressive systems.

People can no

longer be sovereign to systems that are
based

upon

iron-dad

ideololgies,

whether that be hierarchical, aristo
cratic, totalitarian, communistic, theo
cratic, or capitalistic.
I am writing because I'm con
cerned. about the existence of EARTH
and A L L L IV IN G TH ING S. I feel
very frustrated and desperate.
Yet
there is HOPE.

Our liberation lies in

change. Writing governmental officials
and departments, using the freedom of
speech and assembly are all ways of
causing change. We MUST test the
democracy of decision making.
Be

optimistic.

Cause

change.

Keep PEACE afive-not fightingl!
as is,
& heiney
P.S. I urge everyone to attend the vigil
fa r

the

assassinated

Archbishop

Romero this Tuesday. March 24 at
1 p.m . on the Campus Center lawn.

research group that has contributed
It is

For further information contact:
P IR G IM at ext. 656.

part of 26 such offices nationwide.

Better yet come visit us in the

eight years of social change in the
public interest to Michiganders.
We

are

committed

economic

justice,

to

social

consumer

and

protec

tion, tenants rights, governmental re
form, safe & affordable energy, en
vironmental protection and human
rights.

ber you will be one of five people who
will decide which projects the student
group takes on at this campus. Pre
sently we have been working on Draft
issues and completing a grocery price
survey for student and public use. The
works

with,

and

supervises

K T G IM -G V S C student staff and task
force volunteers.
What we are asking from you is a
one-year commitment of several hours

y -a r-. _

vOlj

each week.

This is an open letter to Grand Valley

You and other board

members will have the opportunity to
meet with our state organizer, attend
state board meetings and maintain

Hello from fa s Pirgim-GVSCI

We

Government

wing

of

the

Campus Center (you will see our hours
posted).
Thanks for listening and support
ing Pirgim each registration.

Some issues to which we have

worked are the passage of the
Michigan Bottle Bill, the Freedom of
Information Act and the Wetlands
Protection Act.
As a P IR G IM -G V S C board mem

board

Student

communication with the other Pirgs at

The Folks at Pirgim-GVSC

Sizer, the boxer, who star

Louis

Well, anyway. I didn't write this
just to run the college into the ground;

so called media fascists to get a sense

possibilities are invaluable!

in the Fine Arts Center is named af

college anymore.

College class? Poll the staff. I'd dare a few of my reactions to your first
say less than one in ten of your num few editions without me here ih
ber likely remember old Tcr.imy Jay 1981.
I felt this is the least I can
at all.
do. I remember far too well when my
Yes, you, my children, are The
Lanthorn of the Eighties, the beacon
that showeth the way, the lantern that
leads out across dark waters as the
once-proud Laker fleet of colleges,
half-colleges,

and

hardly-colleges-at-

predecessor. The Mace, left The
Lanthorn. leaving behind him but a
few threatened lawsuits and a S20.000
debt.
I'll leave you more than a debt;
I'll also try and tell you what to do.

all surges with patched and tattered
First of all I'd like to address m y
sail into the sometimes rocky shoals
of the challenge of the Eighties. You self to a recent article by M r. Chris
are the leftovers of the oddballs and Berry. Doesn't anybody edit his stuff?
Misfits M utiny; you're the rats who've
not yet deserted the ship; you've

1o w it: "Last fall, to fill space. The
Lanthorn ran descriptions of all the

Grand Valley buildings." Well, what
looked boldly into the future where about it? People can relate to those
few Michigan colleges dare hope to buildings.
They are stuck in them
stay afloat.
every day. What's an awardwinning
downed

"And

your

last

at

you

and

Captain college weekly without a few timely
" if features on campus buildings? Have
we run aground—if the college closes? you ever been the editor of an award
What good will be my diploma when winning college weekly. Mr. Berry?
H I bet you think it's easy.
Well,
Grand Valley's sunk for good?"
Well, don't bother him w ith ques it's not. People think all you do is
tions like that.
He'll just give you sit at a desk between classes and holler
Lubbers

w hat,"

Dramamine

every

ask

Whistlestop,

some stock answer. You think y o u ’ve "copy!” and the paper will fall tog
got problems? He stayed too long ether by itself. They think that if
something ridiculous slips past YOU
I mean, sure, and gets published like about Louis
it's always been a small school, but Armstrong being a boxer (Actually,
now it's even smaller. And it's not as most people know, the theatre
at a college that actually got smaller
under his leadership.

raise money for the college.)

tention or Hubbell was in town

stories as examples of overindulgem
alliterative overwriting. And it doesi
help that DeVos is behind every tr
and bush on campus.
And Tikkanen sort of sees the gl<
half-empty, too. doesn't he? Remei
ber, advertisers don’t want to I
involved with - publication unless ii
so benign and drab thaf no one rea
it.
Glad to see you're staying aw<
from the Gracki thing. | mean, w f
take chances.

Who cares about tf

international Students Advisor an
way. If Gracki hires the daughter r
his former secretary when there ai
more qualified people around, j
what? Nepotism isn't news. Even
body does it.

The only interestin

thing to me is how anybody as stupi
as that can manage to not lose thei
job.

Well, if The Lanthorn doesn

go snooping around and asking hi
former secretary (Mid Timmer) wh
she resigned, and nobody makes
big deal

of

it. maybe they'll jus

make him Systems'Development
dmator and never fire him at all.

Coot

Just ano the
form er Lanthorn editor
Steve Vertouq
Philadelphia. PA
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Kuwait police officer receives special degree
by Richard Plowdcn
Ahmed Al-Silim, a foreign Jtudent
from the country of Kuwait, received
a special degree from Grand Valley
last Friday, ending his year-long
tenure in the institution's Criminal
Justice department.
Al-Salim, a police lieutenant in
Kuwait, came to Grand Valley as
part of a program initiated by Ex
ecutive Assistant to the President,
Arthur Hills, and Professor Sasur
Isflak from the School of Public
Service. Upon his return to Kuwait,
Al-Salim will assist his country in
implementing a change in their law
enforcement practices, from the Brit

Jeff Brown

ish system to the American system.
The program was paid in full by the
Kuwait govememnt including admin
istrative costs.
"I was very impressed with the
film and technology here,” Al-Salim
said. "However, the rate of crime in
the United States is too high compared
to my country.”
The foreign representative had a
good reason for the differences in the
crime rate. “There is a difference
between our (Kuwait) laws and those
in the United States. We are very
strict about such crimes as rape, adul
tery and homicide.
My country
started capital punishment five years
ago, it is very important to have

, ____ ___

from page one

One of Brown's more controversial and publicized decisions involved
the cancellation of the popular Blues and Jazz fesrival.
"I think that it (the festival) had good parts to it and bad parts to it,”
he said. "This part of the state needs jazz and blues, it is good cultural
stimulation.”
“ I was told that the decision rested on my head, one way or another,"
Brown said.

“ I then concluded, that the cvei-.t got to the places where the risk
factors outweighed the consequences to the institution,” he said.
Leaving Grand Valley, Brown offered a briefer observation into bidding
goodbye.
“ It’s been fun. I get a great rush out of doing shows,” he said.
Brown acknowledged that the education students get from participating
in organizations is more valuable than the classroom.
“ If you look at the amount of student service staff at Grand Valley,
and the functions that they perform over the years, the staff has shrunk,
but their functions have not disappeared,” he said.
“ You can only do so much without affecting quality and service,” he
added.
“Nothing that I have done here, do I regret doing,” Brown said. "Folks
do what they do, best they can, while they can.”
“ People are the best part of this instituion," he mused. “You can make
any structure work if it has the right people.”
_____________

capital punishment,” he added.
An eight year police veteran,
Al-Salim had an opportunity, while
at Grand Valley, to visit police fac
ilities in Grand Rapids, Grand Haven.
Holland and Lansing
Al-Salim accepted his degree at a
reception attended by Provost and
Vice-President for Academic Affairs,
Glenn Niemeyer, Hills and professors
for Grand Valley's School of Public
Service.
“I feel very bad because I am
leaving so many friends behind,”
Al-Salim reflected. "American people
arc so nice and friendly, 1 enjoyed
their hospitality.”

rf W

T

would like to be a part of the pro
cess. I am willing to spend a lot of

with the concerns of this college

represents. I believe it is important
to have a strong and united form of
student government.
I am very
confident that I can achieve these

time and energy on issues with as

of student representation on cam

much student input as possible. My
goal is to be a hard-working mem

pus.

ber of the student and replace one

goals if elected to Student Senate.

of the non-active student senators I

serve in a means that will fulfill
the college students' concerns.

I am very interested in the gov

5

o
2

to

become

Rings Twice

R

I would like to see more act

C lassifieds

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS TO

V O T E !

IM PRO VE YO UR G RADES! Research
catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive
listings-Rush S I.00 (refundable) Box
25097C, Los Angeles. 90025. (213)

Commons
CC

477-8226.

At The Corner Of Linden Drive
10% discount with Student I.D.

Days Open :
Tues. • Thurs. 11 00a.m. - 7:00p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.

&

Men’s & Ladies Jeans Slacks.
Sweat Shirts, Sweaters, Shirts & T-shirts

Thurs.
Fri.

10 - 6
9-3

◄RANDY
DISSELKOEN, LTD

GO

Q.
CD

E
E

20% OFF

=3

<D

To College Students With Student I.D.
2866 Radcliff Ave., S .E., Grand Rapids, Mich., 49508
(616) 942-2990
(across from the Woodland Mall)

J

Ail those years, all those dreams, all those sons
one of them is going to be a star.

■

American Pop

Treat Yourself
h
To A S h o w
i ZSiJleiL Wt> - SseftdEesfeseiSrf J

QUAD

1 CHEAPER TO KEEP HER
i
r
1L

Ru
FU N H O U S E .
"

Final Conflict
D
________________ L _ j
R A G I N G B U LL
R

MAKE
A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE
out

F ro n t R a l p h lia k s h i, th e c r e a to r ol Fritz t h e C a t,
H ea v y T ra f fic " a n d "T in la ird of t h e Rings," co m e s

sfrHi nine;

■' '• » A’. . s )' Th«~* S< n .rr

part

ivities on campus and I hope to

7 » l W/th ^ ,s En tire A d O n e
Ticket $2.00 THURS. 3/19

j The Postman Always

an active

Student Senate Elections

c

09
cr

and

CORRECTION-STUDENT SENATE CANDIDATES

r EONS CLOTHING STORE A
0-3624 Lake Michigan Drive
=3
cr

As a student of Grand Valley I am
very anxious to become involved

am so often hearing about.

and support earlier this year
” 1 am
very disturbed by the manner in which
the investigations arc being con
ducted,” said Brewster, who suggested
that the current sociological /psycho
logical approaches arc "too complex
“They should be simplified to think
in layman’s terms,” she said.
The women will continue their
efforts “possibly for the next two
weeks.”
Persons wishing to offer
any additional support may contact
the sorority at 895-6611. ext. 584

S"

Knox hinted that the morale of Grand Valley was much the same as
other colleges in Michigan. “Morale is low." said Knox. “Schools are
changed (-he was referring to the liberal 1960’s as compared to the more
conservative 1980's). Money is getting tight and in Michigan, Keagan is
cutting funds.”
Ereon added that Grand Valley was much better off then even Michigan
State University in terms of its budget.
“At MSU,” said Ereon, “whole schools were cut. The students had no
say as to what was going to be cut. At least the administration here asked
us about certain cuts.”
Although student leaders were dissatisfied at times with the lack of
school identity bv the students, they agreed that other colleges are much
the same as Grand Valley in terms of their organizations.
“We have a lot of organizations that other colleges have." said Knox.
"And our organizations have doubled since last year.” But she also added
that the participation in some was not as good as it could be.
“If students would get involved," said Knox, "it would stop the div
isions between the colleges. There’s an unwillingness to see what the other
colleges are about. I don’t think that the college encourages wholeness
and 1 think a good part of it is fed by the faculty."

bute greatly to the concepts and
ideals which student government

from page one

CD

from page

erning of our student body and I

Sorority

rp

Sandra McKee (Kirkhof)

Debra L Bell (CAS)

Laura Fallon (WJC)
I am seeking a position on Student
Senate because I feel I can contri

*

T he State of th e A rt in Living A n im ation
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM
"AMERICAN POP**
Written by RONNl KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST JOHNS
___
Produced * MARTIN RANSOHOFF & RALPH BAKSHI Directed by RALPH BAKSHI ODD

Opening at Selected Theatres Near You.

O
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Speaker with golden tongue makes music with the written word
by Nancy Daugherty
Poet, philosopher, ex-con, orator,
"black sheep” . . . I haven't yet fig
ured out which of these, if any,
characterizes LaVerne Lobdell; but
each is a part of the man who profes
ses to “make music with the written
word,” To meet him is to hear him
expound on his philosophy, reciting
Kahil Kibran (he has The Prophet
memorized),
Hermann
Hesse.
Nietzsche, and others along with his
original poems and essays. F.leven
years in prison has given him ample
time to come to terms with himself
and to know literature, which will be
evident to all when he speaks at an
upcoming TJC Showcase (date unde
termined as of yet).
“Throw caution to the winds and
live dangerously. I'd rather live like
a lion for a day than a sheep for life.”
Lobdell has followed this philosophy

and perhaps paid dearly for it, for it
is difficult to liye like a lion in prison;
yet he remains optimistic, continuing
to advocate individual and intellectual
freedom with his advice; “ If you
can dance without breaking any man
made laws, then go ahead and dance!
Only an idiot and a genius break man
made laws, and these are closest to
God."
lobdell is well known at college
campuses, having spoken at campuses
all over America Having been “spared
the intellectual humiliation of a col
lege education” himself, he nonethe
less is educated in luerature and other
things, having "graduated from San
Quentin in San Francisco where it
rains incessantly and the seagulls
defecate on you." He has also ap
peared on several television talk
shows.
You may be wondering who this

intriguing man is; however, it is dif
ficult to bypass his polished verse
to get at the man himself. Maybe
it’s unimportant.
Lobdell is from
Muskegon and is again living there
now. He has just been released from
prison in December after being there
on and off for eleven years. Drugs,
hustling, and writing bogus checks
are the obscure reasons he concedes,
and he claims, “I am an omnibibulous
dipsomaniac which means I have
an unquenchable thirst and a morbid
insatiable uncontrollable craving fo*
alcohol."
Me asserts, "The reasons for
changing my lifestyle are not moral,
but practical,” for it was necessary
to change somewhat to stay out of
prison. His knowledge of literature
has come from his stay in prison where
he used his time creatively, developing
his mind and remarkable memory.

“When I first went to prison I was a
blank cartridge,” and now he is per
haps mentally loaded, needing only
another’s interest and attention to pull
the trigger that releases his "golden
tongue.”

I/ibdell’s attitude toward the world
and the people he will be addres
sing at the TJC Showcase can be
summed up in this verse: "With eyes
newly opened, ears unfamiliar with
sound, and minds not yet corrupted,
Youth yet has the potential for a
better world. All that is necessary
is for Youth to realize how Nature—
the mother of civilization, Man- the
father of ideas, and Industry-the child
of society can function in total har
mony once they are all reminded
of the F'orgotten Seed of Love that
lay dormant in the bottom of their
hearts.”

LAVERNE LOBDELL PUTTING his words to action: "Love's hand is
upon me and I shall share my message with all who will listen of their
own free will..." (photo by Nancy Daugherty).

A rtist puts flavor into *
by Karen E. Miner

The rebel clowns, ah what a sight,
Too awkward was their figure,
'Twas tonder stood a pious wight,
And here and there a nigger
-American Revolutionary War song
This week I thought we could explore a hook you won’t find in the
bookstore anymore: John A. William’s Captain plackman. Out o f print.
You might find it at a garage sale; or perhaps sonic “’groovy” professor
has it gathering dust on his basement bookshelf. If you really have trouble
finding the book,contact me. You can’t have mine, but I’m ready to talk.
Captain Plackman is a novel in which the truths of history heightened
by the perceptions of fiction are combined to show both the tragedy and
the heroism of the black soldier in U.S. history. Starting with Captain
Blackman on a search and destroy mission in Viet Nam, where Blackman
is wounded, the book explores the captain in a semi-conscious hallucina
tory state re-living the role of the black man in battle.
From the Revolutionary War to the Battle of New Orleans, the Civil
War to the Viet Nam war, time and time again Blackman is given promises
of freedom only to be screwed. Yes, screwed. He is a good soldier.
Fights well. Personally commendated and given presents from the govern
ment. All torn away. Pushed back further only to be promised more the
next time a white man beckons. Soon, Williams tells us, all these genera
tions of soldiers, trained to kill by the “Land of the Free” will rise. Their
fury, he warns, no he tells us, will be mighty.
John A. Williams is a black man. I should have said, ” . . . of course,
is a black man.” But I didn’t. Know why? Of course you do. You are
the people who buy the books and watch all those television shows about
Africans written, directed and paid for by white folks. Now John A.
Williams can’t sell his books. They arc taken off the market. Now John
A. Williams can’t get an agent. Now John A. Williams can’t get a publashing company to print his new manuscript. For two years he has tried.
“The angry black man ain’t quite in vogue, boy,” they tell him. "Civil
Rights and all that is water under the bridge,” they say.
Never mind that “angry” is the truth. Never mind that the "truth” is
becoming more and more obscured by television shows like Hoots with its
simplistic visions-, or that Song of the South and Pelulah Land are once
again America’s conception of our past. Never mind that we cannot,
will not, confront our role in the diaspora and its subsequent horrors in
a truthful light. Never mind that the Africans have fought and died
again and again-God knows why-only to benefit white folks. Never
mind Blacks representing Viet Nam where sixty per-cent of the battle
forces were comprised of less than ten per-cent or our total population.
Never mind that you are scared feces-less by the "truth.”
Just never mind.

W h a t’s H a p p e n in g
Print* and Drawingi—by Jo Hormuth.
BFA candidate. Mon., Mar. 23. CC Art
Gallery.
WIB Film —"Union Maids" by Julia
Reiehert, James Klein and Miles Moqulescu.
Mar. 2 6 .1 p.m. CC Theatre.
Muskegon Museum of A rt-S p ecial Opening:
"54th Annual West Michigan Juried Compe

REDW ING
March 19 - 21
SCOTT
MICHAEL BAND
March 23 - 24
D IRK RIVERS
March 25 • 28

titio n " —the "Regional." A juried exhibi
tion of work by West Michigan artists.
Mar. 29. Announcement of Award Win
ners at 3 p.m. Music by the Muskegon
Bra*s Quintet. Open to the public free of
charge. The Muskegon Museum of A rt is
located at 296 W. Webster Ave. in down
town Muskegon.

The emphasis in Grand Rapids
this week seems to be food. While
Frances Moore Lappc was here at
Grand Valley lecturing on good
nutrition and food politics, the Grand
Rapids Art Museum opened a new ex
hibit: “Candied Views”, by artist Kay
Kurt.
The subject for all of Kurt's paint
ings (and drawings) is ordinary candy.
Yet when one looks at the six large
paintings, the candy is anything but

/ f If If llfCz j

ordinary. The painted sweets take on
a depth and dimension that is unsur
passed. She paints each piece of candy
individually. The result: it looks as
though one could pick one of the
massive bon-bons right out of the
picture. Indeed, one feels like one is
inside the painting itself.
Each of her six major works were
painted with a view from directly
above the subject. As Graham W.J.
Beal, Curator of the museum describes
Kurt’s work, her paintings have ", . .

r/ n n ?

jii/r

by Art Versluis
The Chant o f Jimmie blacksmith
is easily the best movie to play in
Grand Rapids so far this year.
The film—one of many recent and
exceptional Australian films—is the
story of Jimmie Blacksmith, a turn
of the century aborigine who was
raised by a Methodist minister and his
wife and, while more educated than
most of his white employers, was
subjected to such racism-insufficient
pay, degradation, and brutality-that
he rebelled, axe-murdering the famil
ies of his employers.
Never condescending, the film
simply shows us the colonial atti
tude ("black bastard” is the typical
epithet) and Jimmie’s reaction to it.
We are, never saddled with explana
tion or interpretation: this is, one
thinks, the way it was.
One of the most extraordinary
sequences occurs in the first few
frames before the credits: we see
Jimmie, as a child, receiving initiation
into manhood (a stone-scarred chest),
we observe him being taught how to

Assistant Teaching Application! are due
on April 1 ,1 9 8 1 . Please contact the School
of Education for forms and info.
Jewish Organization-m eeting, 9 p.m ., CC
Hardy Rm ., Mar. 18.
Catholic M aaa-12:3G p.m., Sunday, North
Conference R m ., CC, And 6 30 p.m.,
Thurs., Commons Snack Bar.
NAB M a etin g -8 a.m ., CC North Confer
ence Rm., Th u rt., Mar. 19.
Intervarsity M e e tin g -7 p.m., CC Laurel
R m ., Thurs., Mar. 19.
D ance-Shadow Dancers,9 p.m., CC M ulti
purpose Rm ., Fri., Mar. 20.
Eddie Russ Trio-m eans Jazz music. They
w ill perlorm this Friday in the Commons
South Dining Rm. at 9 p.m.
"Recent Works"—A rt Exhibit Photography
by David Plakke. CC A rt Gallery.
Dialogue Workshop—Kistler Pit. Sun.,
Mar. 22 at 10:30 a.m .

v
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r

hunt, we witness bis triumphant wel
come back to his village (shacks
around a white town) and we watch
his subsequent whipping by the
insensible minister for his absence —
all in a matter of moments.
The film's imagery is so concisefrom the agonizing, backbreaking
strain of fence-laying to the vivid
horror of the murders-that one
almost winces when, huddling near
a campfire, Jimmie attempts to ex
plain his savage conduct. We, along
with the asthmatic teacher-hostage
across the fire, will never understand.
And this is the film’s greatest
source of strength: the tension, the
polarity between our feeling for
Jimmie and our horror at his gruesome
crimes drives the movie on.
One
always feels distanced from and yet
drawn toward Jimmie; there is a
world in him we cannot fathom.
During the birth of his child,
he executes an intricate, presum
ably ancient dance, and the bewilder
ment • the colonist watching is our
own.
But Jimmie’s brutal murders are
Energy in the 8 0 ’s—"A Look at A lterna
tives” will be presented March 24-26 (Tues.
Thurs.). On Tuesday it begins at noon,
and Wednesday and Thursday it w ill begin
at 5 p.m. The presentation features an
animated Robert Radford tolar film and
another cartoon entitled 'T h e Hottest
Show On Earth.” Other features will
include 'T h e Solar Promise,” "Sun Build
ers," and the Consumers Power Anti-Solar
Film . Speakers will be present at this
PIRGIM-sponsored event to be held in
the Hardy R m , CC. Admission free.
Auditions for W S R X -8 p.m .. W ed., Mar.
18, and Thurs., Mar. 19. 132 Lake Huron.
Study Table-Special Services. 7 p.m.
CC Laurel R m .. Wad., Mar. 18.
Geoflicks— 'T h e Subject is W ster" and
'T h e Water B elow." 3 p.m ., M on., Mar.
23. 118 Lo utit Hall.

F.xactly Where They're Going”, Ms.
Kurt shows that even white has within
it a pastel range of colors. Nonethe
less, the paintings; regardless of their
subfile appearance, demand one's
attention.

Ms. Kurt's work does not lack
color. In her paintings of jujubes,
“Wcingummi I” and “Weingummi II,”
bright colon reach out and grab the
observer. Conversely, in the paintings
"Jordan Almonds” and “For All
Their Innocent Airs They Know

The exhibit, which will run until
April 26. gives a positive side of the
controversial white sugar. Kay Kurt's
work is immensely enjoyable, and one
doesn't have to be a denizen of art
museums nor a sweet tooth to have a
good time.

/ ic
m u

Views'

an intense, frontal formality. But,
within this approach Kurt employs
two distinct methods of composition.
Half of her large canvasses arc charateriz.ed by placid symmetry.the others
by dynamic turbulence."

(Twvnwwi
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ered his motives, and he showed no
remorse) we can transcend the tension
between the cultures, that through
Part of the film’s power lies in the understanding there is hope.
The most ironic and telling moment
universality of the underlying con
flict wl.iicvcf European colonists and in the movie is when Jimmie is told
by the white teacher he has just
native cultures blind to one another
mixed, violence resulted.
Yet abducted that to atone for his crimes,
Jimmie’s story is unique; it is, in a he must journey to a sacred aboriginal
classic sense, a tragedy. Like the place. The opposing cultures have
classic tragic hero, he had extra been mixed irretrievably-like Jimmie,
ordinary potential (educated, he stood his brother, and the white teacher,
between the cultures), he was trapped who together try to restore the ruined
by his destiny (the culture clash), and sacred place covered with obscene
he had a tragic flaw (uncontrollable graffiti. Wc have to make the best
of what's left: not only in Australia,
anger).
One of the more curious and but in South America, in Africa,
compelling motifs in the movie is the in America-hcre.
landscape. It dominates and towers
over the action throughout the film
“ Did they deserve all this" asks
and in the beginning seems foreign,
hostile and barren—as it must have his horrified brother, viewing a
looked to the colonists. But by the woman’s bloodied corpse.
Jimmie’s murders are unjustifiable.
film's end, the landscape has become
lush and green—a carpet of forest But the asthmatic school-teacher’s
observation that, while aborigines
exploding with birds and insects.
Perhaps this is intended to signify killed 5000 whites, the white colon
that with our recognition of Jimmie ists killed 270,000 blacks before
Blacksmith (the colonists never consid 1900 helps one gain perspective.
equally inexplicable to his aboriginal
relatives.

Audition for
The Wrong Show

wsrx

reminds

The Wrong Show auditions will be
held Wednesday, March 18 and Thurs
Have you or one of your friends day, March 19, from 8-11 p.m. Come
been working on an act and wanted to to 132 Lake Huron Hall with your
present it to the public but just show.
haven’t had the opportunity? The
For a nominal admission charge at
WSRX Wrong Show is the opportunity
the door, good times will be had for
you have been waiting for.
Believe in Music is co-sponsoring all, whether you are in the audience or
the event. It will be held in the Louis up on stage. For further information
Armstrong Theatre. Sunday, March about the WSRX Wrong Show, contact
29, at 8:00 p.m. First prize will be WSRX personalities and Wrong Show
S88.50. Judging the event will be co-producers, Mike Freund and Steve
Weidelman .
Grand Rapids personalities.
by Brad Hilt
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Coach Villemure, Down But N ot
Out A fter First Losing Season
by Fred Garrett

COACH PAUL SPRINGER AND the

These "coincidences" all seem to go
in line with the building problem.
The problem, though, appears solved
wirh the new athletic facilities sched
uled for completion in the near future.
"I have no doubt that the new
building will have many positive
effects. Not just in athletics but in
the recruitment of all students

Tom Villemure, after spoiling
Grand Valley students with eight
straight years of winning basketball,
has just endured his first losing sea
son.
Villemure, though, is far from being
in tears. If nothing else, he feilded a
welldisciplined hustling Laker squad
that would fight to the end. They
Building or no building, Villemure
suffered few blow-outs (once to isn't going to sit idly watching his
Hillsdale) and it is a small wonder program decline
He is vigorously
1981 Crew team (photo courtesy of Sports Information).
that they were chosen to participate recruiting, having recently returned
in the NAIA District 23 playoffs. from the Detroit area, and is even
But 12 wins and 16 losses tend to looking at a few junior college players.
Admitting he never tires of basketball,
overshadow all of this.
It was only four years ago when he has attended over 26 games this
Grand Valley was 30-4 and finished year in his recruiting efforts with
4th in the National NAIA Tournament hopes of landing blue-chip talent.
Even with freshmen standouts
in Kansas City. There was a feeling
Jim
Olsenavage anil John Kendzicky
January.
The
weather
has
been
one
that
the
best
was
yet
to
come
with
the
that the loss of the boat was not only
damaging to the program because it favorable aspect about the start of this program here one of the fastest rising returning. Villemure still forecast
difficulties.
meant the crews would have to share season as the heavy snow has melted in the country.
"If I do have a good reemiting year
"Though lack of experience may be
the two remaining ratable shells, but into a wide and safe river.
it
will
still be hard for a group of
Four-year-rowing
co-captains
the primary reason we weren't that
because the wrecked shell was the best
talented
freshmen and sophomores
George
Collins
and
Tom
Swab
head
successful
this
year,
the
make-up
of
that Grand Valley had.
Springer tried to buy a second-hand the list of returning lcttcrmen for the the team was very unusual this year,"
four-man shell to somewhat ieplacc men's varsity squad. Dave Champion, said Villemure.
"Very seldom do you find a team
the lost eight-man, but all deals to ac Brian Brewer, Jon Grucnbcrg, Steve
quire such a boat fell through. Anew flendcrshott, Dave F’lipiak, Bob Saw made up of predominately seniors and
four-man shell would be too expensive iki, and Chad Vcrsluis make up the freshmen. If you notice, we haven't
rest of the varsity crew. Nancy Van- any sophomores and only two iun
to even shop for.
iors -both walk-on."
derjagt will be this year's coxswain.
Also unusual is the attribution of
Jiil Vitale and coxswain Kobin MillThe main victim of the tightened
three
former Laker standouts over the
iman
are
the
varsity
women's
two
budget and the lost boat is the wo
Val Parker, past three years. Jim Garner (2nd
men's novice crew who were cancelled fourth-year members.
this year. This leaves the three other l.inda llictman, Chris Dwyer, Connie team GLIAC 79-80), Mark Leighton
Grand Valley boats
the men’s nov Lawson, Linda Marsh, Ann Michelin, (6'9" transfer to Ferris State) and
ice, men's varsity, and the women’s Deb Mail, and Tammy Fickle makeup David DeCoster.
"Those three players left during
varsity. About the loss of the wo the rest of the boat.
our
three
years
of
building
men's novice, Springer said, "Anytime
Springer is especially delighted with problems,” commented Villemure, re
you have to cancel your novice pro
gram, you're killing yourself in the the men’s novice program. The eight ferring to the dome.
"That’s very coincidental, of
Mike Adams, Joe Bolach,
long run. It will be hard to stay on the rowers
competitive level that we are at now Gary Downey, Ed Harrington, Mike course, but in those three years we’ve
Moore, Ken Punter, Mike Poling, and also gone from 25-5 to 16-12 and
because of the loss of the novice.'
average 6 '2 ” in now 12-16. Unless I’m a poor coach,
The women’s varsity placed eighth in Chuck Schimitt
height and over 180 lbs. in weight. that should indicate something.”
the nationals last summer.
The number is small that would
Even with all these troubles. The position of coxswain has not been
Springer and the rest of the Grand decided yet between Larrainc Neuman call Villemure a poor coach. After
stints at the University of Detroit
Valiev crew arc excited about the sea and Kay Mackey.
The crew’s season starts April 4 at (assistant) and Detroit College (head
son. On the water practices started on
March 11, a day all the members had home against Notre Dame. The race coach), he came to Grand Valley
been looking forward to since they will be held on the Grand River with and is averaging 20 wins and 6 losses
a season.
started conditioning workouts in late M-45 bridge being the finish line.

Crew N eeded A Piece O f The Rock;

Pre-Season Problems Hampers Crew
by Chris Berry
“This is one of the bleakest years I
have ever had to look forward to,’’
commented Coach Paul Springer on
the up coming crew season. Because
of bad luck and bvindling funds,
crew is a struggling sport with darker
clouds crowding the future horizon.
But once these troubles arc put aside
and the sport itself is the issue, the
members of the three crews arc quite
enthusiastic about what they can ac
complish this year.
First the bad news. Because of an
administrative decision that stated
that no spring sport would be allowed
to train South over spring break be
cause of financial reasons, the crew
was unable to take their annual spring
tralni-.g session to their camp in
Alabama. “This really hurt," Springer
pointed out. "Mot only because of
the practice that we missed, but this
reduces the time period of cohesion as
a team. After the members of a boat
eat, drink, and sleep crew for a week,
they become a single rowing unit."
Just as bad of a loss to the program
is the loss of the eight-man shell that
was destroyed last summer when the
women were coming back from
nationals. The boat was not insured
and because of the financial crunch, it
could not be replaced. Springer said

to defeat a group of talented freshmen
and sophomores to defeat a group of
talented juniors and seniors ”
Villemure also would like to see
more black players in his program.
"If I hail my ‘druthers' I’d like to
sec more blacks on the team.” said the
soft-spoken coach
"I believe in
recruiting plavers and not the color
and I treat people as individuals, but
its so very hard to get good black
players with the grades to come here,
they all go to Division I schools.’
So it would seem that Grand
Valley students should lower their
expectations of the Laker basketball
team over the next couple of years.
Until Villcmure's "rebuilding" pro
gram is complete, we ll have to settle
for average, or worse, basketball
teams or will we3
"No way." smiled Villemure.
"Even if we arc rebuilding we’ll never
give an inch never go in expecting to
lose . . . ”
With Villemure at the helm, that
may not be hard ro believe

Dorr Still A Champ

Granger Beaten In First M atch O f NCAA Tourney
Granger was champion of four tour
naments this year; the Midwest Classic
Dorr Granger, wrestled his way to held in Anderson, Indiana, the confer
the N.C.A.A. division one champion ence championship at Oakland Univer
ships by placing third in the N.C.A.A. sity, the N.C.A.A. II Regional Tourna
II tournament held in Davis, Calif ment in Youngstown, Ohio, and the
Grand Valley Invitational. Granger
ornia.
Granger, along with Mike Howe of placed eighth at the N.C.A.A. tourna
Northern Michigan University, were ment and took third in the N.C.A.A.
the Northeast region’s sole qualifers in II nationals.
this year’s championship event.
"The hardest match that 1 had all
Wrestling at 142, Granger totaled
up an impressive win-loss record of year was against a guy by the name of
34-10. Escorted by head coach Jim Thomas that I wrestled from Michigan
Scott, the two headed for Princeton, State," stated Granger.
The easiest must have been Brender
New Jersy to arrive there by Thursday.
March 12. Granger’s first match of the of Oakland University, Granger man
tournament proved tough as he gave aged to pin him in 1 minute 27 sec
way to McReynolds, a wresder from onds. Granger didn’t think he would
Portland State in Oregon. McReynolds make it as far as he did, “I didn’t
then lost his next match knocking think I was going to make it to the
Granger out of the meet and bringing nationals. My goal for next year is to
an abrupt end to a long fruicfull sea make it to the finals of the N.C.A.A. I
tournament.”
son.
by Roy Tinsley

DO RR G R A N G ER (PHOTO by Nancy Daugherty).

AN U L TIM A TE PLA YE R makes a leaping attempt for the disc (photo
by Bob Packard).

Connectors Weren’t Ultimate
In Weekend Tournament
Ughthizer attributes part of the
poor play to spring break being so
The Ultimate Connection squad close to the tournament.
"It was a mental let down after
were gracious hosts at their tourna
ment this past weekend as they lost spring break, and we weren’t as
to Michigan State and Ferris State in ready as we should have been."
Oddly enough, the Ultimate
straight games.
Michigan State avenged an early Connection had beaten all three
teams earlier this season
season loss in overtime, 24-20.
Ughthizer didn’t feel any indi
"Michigan State played extremely
well, very consistent and we did not vidual Connectors had outstanding
have a good day,” said co-captain games, but he was pleased with the
play of newcomers Steve Champion
John Ughthizer.
MSU went on to win the tourna and Russ Clark.
ment beating the University of
The squads overall mark stands at
Michgigan 19-13 in the final contest.
18-5.
They will invade Southbend on
The Connectors second game
against Ferris was another disappoint March 28th and match up against
Notre Dame. Saturday, April 5th,
ment as Ferris whipped them 22-14.
Said Lighthizer."After the exhau Chicago's Ultimate Expression will
sting game against Michigan State we come to Allendale to take on the
just didn't have the energy left for Connectors. The contest will be held
at Grand Valley’s soccer field.
Ferris”.
by Sue Shaub

Tournament Losses Ends Season Early For Hoopsters
Basketball at Grand Valley ended ley in scoring with 447 points, a 15.9
on a sour note this season. On Feb average. Senior Chris Chadwick of
ruary 28, the men lost in the first Dearborn was second with 314, an
game of the District 23 Playoffs to 11.2 average.
Senior guard Ed Moultrie of Detroit
North wood Institute by a score of 69led the team in assists with 113, fol
51.
Then, March 6 the women lost the lowed by senior Vince Vogg of Grandfirst game of the SMA1AW Tourna- ville who dished out 101.
Freshman center John Kendzicky
ment in overtime to Lake Superior by
of Saline led uic Lakers in rebounding
a score of 88 - 86.
The men finished their season with with 180, a 6.4 average.
a 12 - 16 record, 8-8 in the Great
Moultrie was named to tile NAIA
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Con
District 23 team along with Dale Allen
ferenceJim Olesnavage. a freshman for and Johnnie Hill of Hillsdale, Rod
ward from Carsonville led Grand Val Everage and Jerome Jones of Sienna

Heights. Louis O’Neal and Jay Smith
of Saginaw Valley, Jim Somers of
Northwood, Mark Sulek of Orchard
Lake St. Mary's, and Reno Taylor of
Spring Arbor.
The women finished their season at
14-12, 9-5 in tht GLIAC, good for a
third-place finish behind Wayne State
and Oakland.
Sophomore Deb Mast of Fremont
led the Lady Lakers in scoring with
347 points, a 13.3 average. Junior
Mary ! enhard of Gagetown contri
buted 336 points.
Sophomore forward Chris Woiter of

Kent City was leading rebounder with
191.
Freshman guard Teri Leach of
Greenville led Grand Valley in assists
with 116.
The Lakers shot 40 percent from
the floor and 70 percent from the
charity strip.
Mast and Lenhard were named to
the Division II All-Stare Team along
with Diana Dockus and Erika Bush of
Saginaw Valley, Lori Juntila and Gwen
Jackson of Northern Michigan. Monta
Ware and Vicki Williams of Ferris
State and LeeArm Huffman and
Martha Wallace of Lake Superior.
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M en’s Tennis Promises
Tough Competition

Women’s Track Prepares
For Upcoming Invitational

by Chris Dowdell
by Scooter Rooks
This is the third year that the track
team has been formed. The first two
years, the track team was strictly a
sports club. As a club last year, the
team took first at the Notre Dame
Invitational.
Coach Joan Boand’s expectation
for her first varsity year is that she
would like to win the GreatLake
Conference. A few teams competing
in the Lakers in the Conference are
Hillsdale, Ferris, and Saginaw Valley.
The last two teams have done much to
improve their teams.
Coach Boand who is also the
womens athletic coordinator stated
that she does not know how the team
will do because it is still too early to
ten.

The Inkers strongest events expect
to be the 110, 220, and the 400 meter
relay.
Two of the teams most
outstanding runners are sophmore
Jadyne Meridith and senior Claudette
Charney.
Dawn Vander Zouwer. holds the
record for the discuss and javelin at
Grand Valley and is competing in her
last year at Grand Valley.
Jadyne Meredith, who is an out
standing sprinter and longjumper has
one hinderence in being the top
sprinter on the team. Standing in

M A Y — kI aIl BNl
■V B f I ■
Scrub Suit:
Top $8.50
Pant $9.45
$17.95
March 21 • 28
With This Coupon

her way is Claudette Charney.
Jadyne says she has to work harder
to beat out Claudette and the up
coming Freshman.
Besides coming in second against
Claudette, her best event is the 100
and 110 meter race. She says, "Hope
fully, I can win the conference in this
event. Said Claudette, “It doesn't
matter which one of us comes in first,
as long as it benefits the team." She
also said, "We are few in number, and
I hope we can always work together
to do the best job that the team can
do.”
The women’s track team’s first
meet will be an invitational to be held
April 14. Coach Bond has those
involved in field events practicing at
J.C. college. She also said that after
spring break the team will work
diligently to become a good team.

Mens tennis doesn’t commence
until the end of the month, but Grand
Valley's netters have been practicing
since the fall in order to get ready for
the upcoming tennis season. The
squad is made up of 5 freshman, 3
seniors, 2 juniors, one of them a
transfer.
Coach Don Dickinson said,“this
years squad won’t dominate like
the women’s team but they will be
competitive” .

M A T T BERMAN UNW INDS after a viscious back hand shot (photo
by Denise Hill).

VISTA
CAN GIVE
YOUR BEST

March 19 • 25
Trade in your old
puiiover hooded GVSC
sweatshirt and get
a new one for
only $10.00!

Spend a year working with the poor, helping them reach
goals that, really m a tt', Like adequate food, decent
shelter better health care things most of us take tor
granted Your efforts ran make a world of difference to
them And'giv.ing your best will do you some good too^
Just ask any one of the 70.000 former VIST A volunteers ^

$14.95

19 NORTH 7TH
GRAND HAVEN. MICHIGAN
PHONE - 846-4330

1981 SUMMER SCHOOLS
IN EUROPE
PARIS

RECYCLE YOUR OLD GVSC
^
SWEATSHIRT!

▼I -m

Call oi Write the Detroit area office
477 Michigan Avenue, Room M47
Detroit, Michigan 48226

French Language & Civilization
4 weeks: June 1 to June 27
$750 - plus airfare & tuition
Director: Prof. PIERRE ROBERT

GRANADA-Spanish Language & Civilization
5 weeks: June 1 to July 3
$1,500 including airfare, plus tuition
Director: Prof. HUGO SALAZAR

LONDON — Studio Art at Slade Institute
6 weeks: July 3 to August 13
$1,600 including airfare, plus tuition
Director: Prof. DONALD KERR
HURRY! ENROLLMENT CLOSES
MARCH 31 FOR THESE COURSES!
FOR APPLICATIONS & INFORMATION
CONTACT PROGRAM DIRECTORS OR
FRANK SCHWARZ, ROOM 210 AUSABLE,
PHONE 895-6611, ex. 211

The lakers should be better with
seniors John Corpe and Larry
Weyland returning, two outstanding
freshman, in Kevin Connor from
Sparta and Tom Stegeman from
Allegan and transfer junior Dave
Kuras who was the number one player
at Ferris State.

Coach Dickinson plans to play
Corpe and Weyland in the middle a
move he says will strengthen the team.
The two freshman should also help if
they can duplicate their high school
achievements.
Dickinson said, “in high school
Kevin Connor's record was 120-4 and
he made the S ate High School
semi-finals two years in a row".
According to Dickinson, Tom
Stegeman only lost 1 match his
senior year in high school and was a
quarter finalist.
Kuras the transfer from Ferris
State made the NAIA nationals
The team practicing since fall and
two weeks during the winter, will now
be training everyday thru May. They
begin playing March 27th and 28th
with Wayne State and Eastern
Michigan, ending with the NAIA
district finals. May 5th and 9th.

before...

CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE

G R A N D V A LLE Y

APARTMENTS
N O W RENTING FOR:
SU M M ER

s

M A Y 18,1981 - A U G 20,1981
TW O BEDROOM - $600°°
Total For Summer

Spacious, Convenient, Furnished Apartm ents
5 Minute Walk From Campus

For Information Call:

GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS

